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Abstract 
A novel dual-band and diverse radiation pattern antenna is proposed for power efficient on-body 
and off-body communications intended for various applications in healthcare and sport monitor-
ing. The antenna is dual band at 2.45 GHz (ISM band) with omnidirectional radiation pattern over 
the body surface to communicate power efficiently with other co-located body worn devices and at 
1.9 GHz (PCS band), it has directive radiation pattern towards off the body to communicate from 
on-body device to off-body devices. The free space and on-body performances of the antenna are 
investigated by both simulation and experiment. The antenna shows very good on-body radiation 
efficiency of 58% at 2.45 GHz and 61% at 1.9 GHz. Good on-body gain is noticed at both frequency 
bands. Results show that the gain of the proposed antenna increases by 4.7% at 2.45 GHz and 3.2% 
at 1.9 GHz when placed on the body. 
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1. Introduction 
Body-centric wireless communications (BCWCs) are a central point in the development of fourth generation 
mobile communications [1]-[3]. In common healthcare monitoring scenarios, it is very important for the antenna 
to radiate over the body surface omni-directionally and also directive towards off the body units in order to get 
the best on-body and off-body radio channel performances i.e. minimising the link loss to ensure power effi-
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ciency. Body-centric wireless devices need to offer low power consumption in order to extend the battery life of 
the body worn devices and also need to provide power efficient and reliable on-body and off-body communica-
tions. Recently there have been growing interest and research development both in academia and industry in de-
signing narrowband body worn antennas [4]-[10]. Hall et al. [4] [5] have undertaken extensive studies on nar-
rowband antennas (2.45 GHz) for on-body communication. In [6] a dual band button antenna for WLAN (2.45 
GHz, 5.2 GHz) applications was presented by Batchelor. The antenna shows same radiation characteristics at 
both frequency bands. Alomainy et al. [7]-[9] presented various wearable antennas in the 2.4 GHz (ISM band) 
for on-body communications. Furthermore, in [10], Scanlon et al. presented a set of higher mode microstrip 
patch antennas operating at 2.45 GHz for over the body surface communications. Antenna radiation pattern in-
fluences the on/off-body radio channels performance. Antenna with omnidirectional radiation pattern over the 
body surface improves the path gain for the on-body links while antenna with directive off-body radiation pat-
tern improves the path gain for off-body channels. 

However, to the author knowledge nothing has been performed in designing of antenna for power efficient 
on-body and off-body communications with different radiation modes at different frequencies. In this paper, a 
dual band and diverse radiation pattern antenna is proposed for power efficient and reliable cooperative on-body 
and off-body communications. The free space and on-body performance parameters of the proposed dual band 
and diverse radiation pattern antenna are investigated by both simulation and experiment. The rest of the paper 
is organized as follows; Section 2 illustrates the antenna design, Section 3 presents result and analysis, and fi-
nally Section 4 draws the main conclusion.  

2. Antenna Design 
Figure 1 and Figure 2(b) show the schematic diagram and fabricated version of the proposed dual band and di 
verse radiation pattern antenna. The antenna is modelled on FR4 substrate with a thickness of 1.57 mm and a 
relative permittivity of 4.6. There is a full ground plane at the back of the substrate with the size of 60 × 60 mm. 
The antenna contains two radiating elements, a disk loaded Monopole and circular Patch. The diameter of the 
top disk and lower patch is 39 and 34 mm respectively. Table 1 shows the dimensions of the antenna compo-
nents designed. The antenna is excited using microstrip line feed connected with the circular patch printed on 
the substrate. The upper and lower disks are connected by placing a small ring with a diameter of 5 mm and a 
height of 2.23 mm on the lower disk. The inner ring works on the same principle as a Monopole, and by placing 
the disk on the top the size has been reduced which otherwise would radiate at much higher frequency. The 
lower circular disk works on the same principle as a patch. For the dual band and diverse radiation pattern an-
tenna, the upper resonance frequency depends on the size of the inner ring and also on the size of top disk but 
the lower frequency depends on the diameter of the lower Patch and the size of the top disk.  

Both disks were aligned asymmetrically for optimum impedance matching and radiation performance. In this 
structure, the top loaded disk Monopole structure is to achieve the resonance at 2.45 GHz with omnidirectional 
radiation pattern over the body surface to communicate with other body worn devices whereas the lower circular 
patch on the FR4 board is for 1.9 GHz with off the body directive radiation mode to communicate power-effi- 
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the dual band and diverse radiation pattern 
antenna.                                                            
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Figure 2. (a) Cross sectional view of the proposed dual band and diverse ra-
dio pattern antenna; (b) Fabricated antenna.                             

 
Table 1. Dimensions of the dual band and diverse radiation pattern antenna components.                                  

Components Unit (mm) 

Top disk diameter 39 

Lower patch diameter 34 

Height of inner ring 2.23 

Ground plane size 60 × 60 

 
ciently from on-body device to off-body units. Fundamental patch antennas have radiation characteristics suit-
able for the off-body channel, that is maximum gain normal to the patch surface [11] in the off-body direction 
thus improving path gain.  

3. Results and Analysis  
The antenna is simulated both in free space and on the human phantom (ground plane 4 mm away from right 
chest) using CST microwave studioTM. The human body employed is the commonly available detailed multi- 
layer model (Figure 3) namely the “visible male model” developed by the US Air Force [12]. The resolution of 
the model applied is 4 mm with the electrical properties of human tissues defined at 2.45 GHz and 1.9 GHz, re-
spectively, for all organs and tissues used including heart, lungs, muscle, fat, skin, etc. [13] [14]. The on-body 
performances of the antenna were measured on the real human body (4 mm away from right chest). Dual band 
characteristic is shown in Figure 4. Slight variation of the free space simulated and measured resonances are are 
noticed which can be due to fabrication perfectness. When the dual band and diverse radiation pattern antenna is 
measured on the body, a very slight frequency detuning from free space resonance (0.30%) is observed for the 
upper frequency band whereas for the lower frequency band there is no frequency detuning. Simulation results 
show slight higher detuning of resonance frequency as compare to measured. The antenna shows good on-body 
bandwidth (at −10 dB S11) of 2.40% for upper frequency band and 1.8% for the lower band. 

The bandwidth of upper frequency band is close to the required bandwidth (3.2%) of ISM band; however, the 
bandwidth of upper frequency can be increased by increasing the thickness of the inner ring. The simulated free 
space gain of the DBDM antenna is 4.0 dBi for 2.45 GHz and 4.3 dBi for 1.9 GHz which increases by 4.7% for  
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Figure 3. Human phantom used for simulation showing antenna location and 
orientation on the body.                                                

 

 
Figure 4. Simulated and measured free space and on-body return loss curves 
of the proposed dual-band and diverse radiation pattern antenna.             

 
the upper band and 3.2% for the lower band when placed on the body. The antenna shows very good on-body 
radiation efficiency of 58% for 2.45 GHz and 61% for 1.9 GHz.  

The antenna is proposed to be used in BCWCs where communication is necessary both to the devices on- 
body and to the external off-body network nodes. With the antenna mounted on the body, it is observed that at 
1.9 GHz the radiation is directive towards off the body (Figure 3); see Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b). It has a 
very good coverage in the forward direction of the user body with the Y direction exhibiting the maximum gain. 
This is ideal for power-efficient communication by improving path gain of the radio link from the body worn 
base station to the off-body devices. The lower printed patch element radiates like normal patch antenna with the 
maximum radiation to the Y direction (toward the off-body) which gives maximum gain in that direction. Due to 
the presence of human body, at lower frequency band, loss in back lobe of the radiation pattern is noticed both 
in measurement and simulation. 

At 2.45 GHz, the antenna radiates omnidirectional to the user surface in the XZ plane (Figure 3) with maxi-
mum gain at this plane; see Figure 6(a). When the antenna is body worn, there is also omnidirectional radiation 
in the XZ plane with slight loss in the simulation results but in measurement, the radiation looks nearly as stable 
as free space. For a user that needs to wear various sensors integrated with antenna system on different places of 
the body in order to read the vital electrical signs of the human body, power efficient communication is impor-
tant from each node as well as in the human worn base controller. For this scenario, this kind of radiation pattern 
which is omnidirectional over the body surface with maximum gain is very useful to establish power-efficient 
on-body communications by improving the path gain for on-body radio links. In the YZ plane, at 2.45 GHz, the 
DBDM shows directive radiation pattern with little null in the front beam as shown in Figure 6(b). 
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                                   (a)                                          (b) 

Figure 5. Simulated and measured free space and on-body radiation patterns of the proposed dual-band and diverse radiation 
pattern antenna (a) XY plane at 1.9 GHz and (b) YZ plane at 1.9 GHz.                                              
 

 
                                   (a)                                          (b) 

Figure 6. Simulated and measured free space and on-body radiation patterns of the proposed dual-band and diverse radiation 
pattern antenna (a) XZ plane at 2.45 GHz and (b) YZ plane at 2.45 GHz.                                              

4. Conclusion 
A novel dual band and diverse radiation pattern antenna is proposed for power efficient on-body and off-body 
communications intended for applications in healthcare and sport monitoring. The human body effects on the 
performance of the antenna have been studied. The antenna shows omnidirectional radiation performances along 
the body surface at 2.45 GHz for on-body communication and directive radiation pattern at 1.9 GHz for com-
munications with off-body devices. The antenna shows very good on-body performances in terms of radiation, 
gain, efficiency and frequency detuning. The antenna is conformal and contains only single microstrip feed. It 
will be a very good candidate for future BCWCs in order to establish power-efficient and reliable cooperative 
on-body and off-body communications. 
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